Abstract: When demands are uncertain, complete inventory pooling is known to be a better strategy than no pooling if the trans-shipment cost is low enough; otherwise, pooling is undesirable. But are there situations where pooling some inventories, but not the rest, in a central warehouse, are the best strategy? We show that such is indeed the case for certain demand distributions and cost parameter values. We show it for a symmetric discrete demand scenario, as well as for a symmetric continuous demand scenario.
Introduction
Inventory pooling is a widely explored and practiced strategy for reducing effective demand uncertainty (e.g., Eppen, 1979; Gerchak and He, 2003, Hanany and Gerchak, 2008; Gerchak, 2016; Bimpkis and Markakis, 2016) . That is accomplished by either storing all inventory centrally and trans-shipping to retailers from there as needed, or by keeping all inventory at the retailers and trans-shipping among them as needed/possible. Either way the cost of trans-shipments will reduce, or even negate, the benefit of pooling (Tagaras, 1989; Herer et al., 2006; Lien et al., 2011) . Indeed, we shall here assume that trans-shipment among retailers is prohibitively expensive so the only way to pool (if at all) is at a central location; Wee and Dada (2005) refer to this policy as 'warehouse-only' (WO).
The strategy discussed in most of the literature is to pool all inventory. We shall refer to it as complete pooling (CP). That is typically compared to not pooling any inventory ['no pooling' (NP)] . But what about a strategy of pooling some, but not all, of the inventory in a central location and storing the rest at the retailers, which probably occurs quite often in practice. It seems that it may be attractive if, for instance, demands consists of a fairly certain component (which will not be pooled) and a rather uncertain one (which will be pooled). In any case, complete and no pooling are special (extreme) cases of partial pooling. Amrani and Khmelnitsy (2016) consider a scenario where the total amount of inventory is fixed, and the issue is how to divide it between a warehouse and retailers, who can trans-ship to each other (so NP is not an option). We do not fix the total amount of inventory in advance and do not allow trans-shipment between retailers.
The goal of this work is to show that partial pooling may, at times, be indeed optimal. That we show in a basic symmetric two-retailer system with independent demands, in a single-period setting. We first show it for simple discrete demands, and then for continuous demands. Wee and Dada (2005) consider a such general system, but their goal is to determine when such policy (WO) can be optimal, relative to others (NP, CP), while we look at the WO solution in detail.
Discrete symmetric system
Let X 1 , X 2 be the two independent and identically distributed random demands.
Let Q be the size of pooled inventory (if any), and q i the inventory at retailer i (if any). Thus a policy can be denoted by (Q; q 1 , q 2 ). Let c be the unit production cost and t the unit trans-shipment cost from warehouse (pool) to either retailer. The revenue per unit sold is r. Assume r > c > t > 0, so the business is profitable and trans-shipment is worthwhile. Thus the production costs are c(q 1 + q 2 + Q).
More specifically, suppose that the independent demands have the common distribution.
When we say that some result always holds, we mean that it holds for all p, q ≥ 0 such that p + q ≤ 1. Note that although the system is symmetric, (pairs of) asymmetric solutions, like (1; 1, 0) and (1; 0, 1), need to be considered.
Thus, excluding the q 1 = q 2 = Q = 0 policy, there are thirteen candidate solutions: 
1, 1, 2, 3 3 
We shall start with comparisons of policies with fixed total inventory. The ratio in terms of which we express conditions is ( 1) t r < .
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Here we have the PP options SD and S3, and the CP option S7. RHS of that inequality < 1 (otherwise, inequality obviously holds) if In the last three cases there are parameter values such that some PP policy is optimal (PP is irrelevant in case (a)).
Continuous symmetric system
Let X 1 and X 2 be independent non-negative continuous random demands with common 
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Need to find conditions for { } > 0. Note that if r > 2t, a sufficient condition is that [ ] > 0.
Example
. 
For such values, PP is locally better than NP. Now 
Conclusions
We derived a condition for a PP solution to be locally superior to a NP solution. For a U[0, 1] example that condition becomes very simple.
For the U[0, 1] example, we also derived conditions for the local superiority of PP over CP for different parameters ranges. We also addressed the non-symmetric situation where the base solution has some inventory at one of the retailers.
In short, we have found situations where pooling some inventories, but not the rest, in a central warehouse, is the best strategy.
